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Tips to improve the way
your teams work
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Think Outside the Slide
Your team has been asked to make
an important presentation to a senior
executive or top customer. You need
to make sure that the presentation is
clear, concise, hits all the key points
and is presented smoothly by all team
members. How do you make sure that
everything goes well? Here are
some do’s and don’ts to make
sure your team presentation is
a winner.
Agree on the Outline. The
first step in any presentation should be to agree on
an outline or structure for
the presentation. This
starts with understanding
what type of presentation
it is (informative, persuasive or both), what the
goal is and who the audience will be. Once you understand
where the audience is now and where
you want them to be at the end of the
presentation, you can agree on the
main points and supporting material
everyone needs to gather to complete
the presentation.
Use a Clean Common Template.

While everyone needs to prepare the
slides for their own topic, everyone

PLEASE ROUTE TO

By Dave Paradi

should use the same clean looking
template so the audience can focus
on the content and not on a distracting background. By using the same
look for everyone’s slides, the presentation flows and is not disjointed
from topic to topic.
Use Eye-Friendly Text. When
you have text on a slide,
make sure everyone will
be able to see it by using
a large enough font. In
most situations, a font
size of at least 24 point
should be used, with
titles being 32 point or
larger so they stand out.
Research shows that
sans-serif fonts, such as
Arial, are easier to read
than serif fonts such as
Times New Roman.
Use Visuals Instead of Text. You
have heard many times that “a picture says a thousand words”. When
it comes to presentation slides,
expand that thought to include
graphs, diagrams, photos and videos. Don’t just have text slide after
text slide. Think of how you can
present your ideas (continued on p.2)

Get the Most Out of Planning

By Jeff Anthony

Frustrated with your organization’s current approach to planning? Still trying
to work with a planning process not equal to your aspirations? Here are some
practical reminders to help get more out your planning sessions.
Get as much of the system in the room as practical. Keep in mind, your
organization is a collection of processes and systems aligned to produce a
product or service. Instead of limiting the team to the usual suspects, consider
people who might not regularly participate. Who has information? Who will be
affected? Who can help move decisions forward? Who can get in the way?
Keep your eye on the prize. Remember, the purpose isn’t to fill 3-ring binders
and Power Point presentations with charts-graphs-goals-objectives-milestonesmetrics. The purpose is to inspire people to act. People are always more likely to
be inspired by a plan or course of action when they have
the opportunity to
(continued on p.2)
actively participate in its creation.
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Think Outside the Slide (continued from page 1)
visually. The brain understands your message better when it sees and hears the
message instead of reading and hearing the message.
Don’t Make ‘Em Work Too Hard. When using visuals, don’t force the audience
to figure out what the point of the graph or diagram is. Make sure the title of the
slide captures the key message, i.e. “Sales Up 41%” instead of “Sales 2005-6”. Use
callouts to direct the audience’s attention to the key point of the visual and combine it with text that reinforces the point that the visual is making.
Don’t Wing It. Be sure to get together as a group and practice your presentation
as it will be given. The team leader should be watching for any duplication of information between sections and for a logical flow. Pay particular attention to the
transitions between presenters. Practice exactly what you will say so that the flow
of the presentation is not interrupted.
Don’t Read Your Slides. The most annoying thing a presenter can do is read
their slides to the audience. Any bullet points you have on the slide should only
be a summary of a key idea which you expand on with what you say. If you need
the audience to have additional information for later reference, put it in a handout
and let them know what information you included for them to have later.
Don’t Assume Everything Will Work. As reliable as technology is today, you
must be prepared for equipment failure or if a team member fails to arrive. Discuss as a team how to proceed if the equipment fails. The team leader should be
familiar enough with each part of the presentation to be able to step in and adequately deliver all sections should someone not show up.
© 2007 Dave Paradi. Dave is the co-author of “Guide to PowerPoint” by Prentice-Hall.
He offers many articles and resources on his website at www.ThinkOutsideTheSlide.com.

Planning

(continued from page 1)

Focus on what people want in the future. To paraphrase President Richard M.
Nixon, “It is easy to be against something.” But that’s not enough. You must be for
something. Describing the ideal future and pathways to get there is energizing.
Revisiting past failures and conflicts drains the life out of any planning effort.
Talk about the future as if you are already there. Describe it in detail. Report back
on what you accomplished to get there, what obstacles you encountered and how
they were overcome. This is a great way to get way out in front of the usual
concerns about “we can’t get there from here.” You are there and this is how you
did it. Talking about successes is a healthy activity because it allows people be both
excited and anxious about what’s next.
Create a decision-free zone at the outset. Allow space for people to have
conversations without the pressure to reach an agreement hanging over them. Be
patient. Listening precedes understanding. Understanding precedes agreeing.
Rushing through the process of building consensus around important issues offers
only the promise of an early decision, but questionable implementation.
Document, in real-time, the words and the spirit of the dialogue. Use visuals to
help people see and confront the challenges and opportunities together. Simple
tools like water-based markers and flip charts or rolls of 24"-36" wide paper are
still an excellent vehicle for creating a living record of the planning process,
comments, ah-ha's, learnings, agreements, actions. Using visuals allows
participants to see and understand, maybe for the first time, where they fit and how
they can contribute going forward.
© 2006 Anthony Consulting. Reprinted with permission.
www.anthonyconsulting.com
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QPC Inc. builds high
performance teams by:

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Facilitating High Stakes
Meetings
Training Facilitators, Project
Leaders and Team Members
Keynotes & Endnotes
Consulting on Team
Implementation
Coaching Individuals to
Harness Their Team’s Full
Potential
Providing Unique Team
Products
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What’s New at QPC Inc.
As I write this, it is 12 degrees Fahrenheit outside;
we’re smack in the middle of winter! Took a long time
coming, but it’s here with a vengeance. Have you ever
had to wait a long time for something...and then it arrives
all at once? That’s what winter has been like for me.
I just returned from Marco Island, Florida where I was
the “Provost” of the premiere advanced educational event
for the National Speakers Association. I found leading
Kristin is a world
class trainer!
the University to be a learning laboratory in bringing
together a fabulous team of deans, faculty and a program
that really rocked! I was quite humbled during the closing session. When
I came on to the stage for my closing remarks, the students, my peers in
the speaking world, gave me a standing ovation! I will always treasure
that moment.
Elaine Biech, who has published many of my team activities and articles over the years sent me her latest book: 90 World-Class Activities by
90 World Class Trainers. My “Test for Consensus” is in
there, so I guess that means I’m a world-class trainer!
I have joined the faculty of the Schulich Executive
Education Centre for the Schulich School of Business at
York University. I’ll be teaching facilitation & team
skills in their Leadership & Management courses.
I also had the privilege to continue to work with
Marathon Oil Company, Chief Executive Network,
Intervet Canada, LTD, US Environmental Protection
Agency, Railinc, National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, US Treasury and the Healthcare
Distribution Management Association Foundation.
Thank goodness it’s winter, and hope that you stay
safe and warm during this blustery
winter season.
Kristin Arnold, MBA, CMC, CPF, CSP
Kristin

Master Facilitator and Executive Team Specialist

Where’s Kristin?
Kristin is engaged at the following
public events in 2007:
February
Denver, CO: National Speakers Association
Toronto, Canada: York University
March
Denver, CO: Chief Executive Network
Toronto, Canada: York University
May
Daytona Beach, FL: Chief Executive
Network
Atlanta, GA: Senior Executive Network
Dubai, UAE: Global Summit
June
Toronto, Canada: York University
July
San Diego, CA: National Speakers
Association
Toronto, Canada: York University
September
Munich, Germany: PSA
October
Toronto, Canada: York University
Washington DC: Facilitation Skills for
Project and Team-Based Environments
November
London, England: PSA
Toronto, Canada: York University
December
Halifax, Canada: Association for
Professional Speakers

Practical Team Activities: Team Quotables
♦ Let’s Work Together (Canned

is amazing what you can
“ Itaccomplish
if you do not
care who gets the credit.”
Harry S. Truman
33rd President of the United States

Want to energize your team even
before the meeting starts? Play
some energizing music, flash some
team pictures or team quotes on the
projection screen.
Some energizing tunes are:

site. This year, I decided to take
Heat)
thirty quotes and put them in a slide
show. Just launch the program and
♦ I Just Want to Celebrate (Rare
your team mates will gravitate toEarth)
ward the most meaningful for the
♦ I Feel Good (James Brown)
team!
♦ Happy Together (The Turtles)
Take a look at the slideshow at
♦ Let’s Get It Started (Black Eyed
www.TeamQuotables.com and crePeas)
ate your own slideshow, download
♦ I Can Help (Billy Swan)
the show or order the CD. There are
Put together a collage of pictures over 200 additional quotes to choose
from—or add your own!
on a PowerPoint™ slide show. It’s
always fun to see your team mates
Check out fifty other activities from
in action!
Kristin’s
book, Team Energizers.
I’ve always been a big fan of
You can find this book at
team quotations
and have been
www. ExtraordinaryTeam.com
collecting them 3 on my web-
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From the Bookshelf
by Kristin Arnold

For fans of Thomas L. Friedman’s best-selling book, The World
is Flat, you’re in for an even better read with Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams’ book, Wikinomics: How Mass Collaboration
Changes Everything (ISBN 978-1-59184-138-8).
“Due to deep changes in technology, demographics, business
and the economy, we are entering a new age where people participate in the economy like never before.” And participate, they do!
Tapscott & Williams provide ample research
and examples where people outside the boundaries of traditional organizations and hierarchies
collaborate to produce content, goods and services such as creating new stories, sequencing
the human genome, designing software, finding
cures for diseases, editing school texts, inventing
new cosmetics and even building motorcycles!
This is teamwork in a virtual world— “one
that opens its doors to the world, co-innovates
with everyone (especially customers), shares
resources that were previously closely guarded,
harnesses the power of mass collaboration, and behaves not as a
multinational but as something new: a truly global firm.”

Watch Your Assumptions! By Alan Zimmerman
One day, a shabby-looking fellow knocked on the door of a rich
man’s house. Having nothing to eat and no place to sleep, the poor
fellow said, “Sir, I’m hungry. Can you give me a meal?”
The rich man replied, “No, I won’t do that, but I’ll give you a
chance to earn it. Wait here.”
A few moments later, the rich man came back with a can of paint
and a brush and said, “Here you are. You go around to the back of
the house. You’ll see a porch there. I want you to paint it. When it’s
finished, you come back here, ring the bell, give the paint and the
brush, and I’ll give you a meal.”
A short time elapsed. The front door bell rang. The rich man answered it. There was the poor man saying, “I finished the job. Can I
now have my meal?”
The homeowner asked, “You painted the porch already?”
“Yes, sir. Only it wasn’t a Porsche; it was a Mercedes.”
Obviously, the poor man didn’t understand the rich man’s expectations. And when you find a team member not doing what you
expect, when you find your kid not doing his/her chores, it may be
because of a misunderstanding.
So ask yourself lots of questions. Test your own assumptions and
expectations. Then ask the other person to recite, in his own words,
what he thinks your expectations are. Listen for any differences between your wants and his understandings. And clear up those misunderstandings immediately.
© 2006 Dr. Alan R. Zimmerman, CSP, CPAE.
Reprinted with permission.
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Team Roundtables
by Edgar Bronfman Jr.
CEO, Warner Music Group

Every other month, I’m meeting with
15 or 20 junior-level employees, and we
hold completely confidential two-hour
sessions…I usually start them off with a
15-minute soliloquy on where I think the
company is headed and what I want to
accomplish from the meeting.
Once the discussion starts, it’s very
free-form. Everything that happens in
that conference room remains confidential
within the group. So if people have criticisms that involve a more senior person in
the company, nobody gets threatened,
which is both informative to me and also
builds a feeling of trust between the
employees and their senior leadership.
It’s a little like going to an AA meeting.
You make a pledge and ask them to honor
their commitment. As it turns out,
because you give people that freedom, it
doesn’t turn into a gripe session. Instead,
they give us ideas about how to make the
company better. There are waiting lists
now for these roundtables.
As reported in the December 2006
issue of Business 2.0.

Blamestorming
Thought you might be interested in a new
team word as mentioned in one of my favorite websites, www.Buzzwhack.com:
Blamestorming (blām·stôrm·iŋ)—n.
1. “A group process where participants
analyze a failed project and look for
scapegoats other than themselves.”
As opposed to Brainstorming
(brān·stôrm·iŋ)—n. 1. The unrestrained
offering of ideas by all members of a group
to seek solutions to problems.” Webster’s

Quote of the Quarter
“Nothing great was ever achieved
without enthusiasm.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson
American Poet & Essayist

